
18 Tips for a Better Tone 

Equipment 

1. Good Reed 

a. Make sure you don’t have any chips in the reed.  

b. This could greatly reduce your tone quality and the response of the 

saxophone.  

c. In short, this could make the saxophone more difficult to play. 

 

2. Proper Reed Strength  

a. If the number on your reed is too low, you could produce a buzzy 

tone.  

b. If the number is too high, the saxophone will be difficult to play and 

resistant. 

 

3. Reed Storage  

a. Buy an inexpensive reed holder (holds 2-4 reeds). 

b. Place the whole thing in a plastic sandwich bag after playing.  

c. This will help your reeds last longer and make the saxophone easier 

to play. 

 

4. Good Mouthpiece 

a. There shouldn’t be any major scratches or chips on the mouthpiece. 

b. This can make the saxophone harder to play and reduce the sound 

quality.  

c. Choosing the right mouthpiece is a whole conversation, and a great 

topic for a future blog post.  

d. Stay tuned! 

 

 

 

 



5. Functioning Ligature 

a. Make sure the screws are in the right spot.  

b. If one of your screws is broken, purchase a new screw or ligature. 

c. You can purchase a new ligature for about $5-$10. 

 

6. Maintenance 

a. Believe it or not, having your saxophone checked out by a 

professional at least 1 time a year can help your tone.  

b. How?  

c. All the notes will play as they should.  

d. If they don’t, you may be getting a bad tone, and it’s not even your 

fault! 

Embouchure 

7. Proper Embouchure  

a. Check out the step by step process in the free lessons, under Getting 

Started.  

b. It’s always beneficial to review this approach. 

 

8. Experiment with More Pressure  

a. I have found that many students don’t add enough pressure to the 

reed.   

b. Be careful- Adding too much pressure could make things worse.  

c. As you listen to your tone, try adding pressure a little at a time.  

d. Find the best tone and stick with that amount of pressure.  

e. Experiment again after a few weeks. 

 

9. Don’t Puff Cheeks  

a. This causes the corners of the mouth to move outward.  

b. This is the opposite of what we want. 

 

 



 

10. Keep Jaw Steady 

a. Don’t move your jaw as you go higher on the saxophone.  

b. This will produce a thin, pinched tone at the top of the saxophone. 

c. Check out this fun post 

d. http://www.learnsaxophoneonline.com/choose-your-own-

saxophone-adventure.html  

Air 

11. Play with Full Volume 

a. If you play softly all the time your tone will not improve as quickly.  

b. Play at a nice full volume and you’ll begin to notice a difference in 

your tone. 

 

12. Breath Support 

a. This is multiple blog posts in itself. Stay tuned! 

 

13. Long Tones 

a. Take a deep breath. 

b. Play lower notes 

c. Play at forte. 

d. Play each note as long as you can. 

e. More on this later. 

 

14. Play Every Day 

a. One of the fastest ways for a new saxophone player to improve is to 

play every day.  

b. 3-5 days a week will work well too!  

c. Set this goal, meet it, and you’ll notice the difference in your tone. 

 

 

 



 

 

+ More 

15. Good Posture 

a. This affects how the saxophone mouthpiece enters your mouth. 

i. Incorrect Placement = Limited tone quality. 

ii. Correct Placement= Access to your best tone. 

b. Sit up straight to set everything correctly.  

c. Sitting up straight will also allow for better air flow/support too.  

 

16. Hold to the Side or Middle  

a. If you’re playing bari or tenor, place the saxophone on the side of 

your body.  

b. With alto, you have a choice. Choose, and stick with it. 

 

17. Listen  

a. Have you noticed that your friends and family have an effect on the 

way you speak?  

b. The same thing occurs when playing a musical instrument.   

c. Listen to professional saxophone players and you’ll hear your tone 

improve. 

 

18. Tune 

a. Last but not least. 

b. Another essential item for a good tone.  

c. Check out our blog post.  

d. http://www.learnsaxophoneonline.com/tune-well-sound-great.html 

 


